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From	the	editor’s	desk…									
Hello U3A members,  

Well, Easter is almost upon us, but there won’t be any 
church services or big family gatherings with Easter egg 
hunts this year.  

Decorating hardboiled eggs was one of my favourite Easter 
activities when my daughter was little. We would put wax on the egg shells 
and create all sorts of beautifully coloured patterns… all of them wonky and lop-sided.  
Never-the-less, they would be planted in the garden for Sunday’s egg hunt.  

I remember the first Easter after we moved to a bush property at Kalaru (near Bega). We hid the 
eggs late on Saturday night. On Sunday morning my daughter awoke early and we went outside 
for our traditional hunt, only to find that our resident goanna had enjoyed a midnight feast! 

So, I hope your Easter will be one to remember for years to come.  
Blessings to all, and enjoy your chocolate… 
 
Robyn O’Sullivan 
 

PS: I inadvertently left the Monday Book Group reports out of the newsletter, so they’re included 
her for you to read. 



Some good news from Jenny McDonald 

Monday Art Class tutor 

 

 

The Pear Party competition 
entries… 
 

Collected our art group’s paintings from 
Toora at the end of March, and learned that 
Noelene Houghton’s entry won the 
People's Choice prize. So, our group 
scooped the pool... 

How amazing is that!  

 

 

And something I saw on Facebook, to share a laugh… 

	
	
	
  
 
 
 

 

 

 



Bookish Stuff from the Monday Book Group 

by Carolyn Knight 

What a great year we all had in 2019, reading 
through and discussing books from our reading 
wish list. The Wonthaggi library supported us with 
enough copies of each book for us to take home 
to read for a month. During that time, we 
considered the supplied question list to initiate  

         our next meeting discussions. 

Felicia was a wonderful facilitator who contributed exceptionally with her humour, 
wisdom, patience, fairness and thought-provoking ideas. We all thank her for her generosity of 
time, thoughts and viewpoints. 

It was a fascinating choice of books ranging from great depth, inspiring, detailed historical 
fiction to very light and easy reads. Many were exceptionally good and resonated and remained 
with us to ponder over and over.  

We tried to read every book, even though some were not liked or appreciated! But often the 
books that annoyed some of us could provoke the best discussions, as there were many 
viewpoints and perspectives outlined by all of us. The authors were gifted in writing to provoke 
responses in us, both good and bad. 

We considered much on life’s opportunities at different times in history and places in the 
world, networking, influencing and conforming within society pressures and demands at 
various times. Then there were the social pressures and perspectives, resilience, challenges, evil 
and good and the last book of how life could change with different outcomes at points along 
the way.  

Felicia thought that perhaps The Underground Railway was her favourite book for the year and 
in her words:  

This well written novel is about the worst and the best aspects of human behaviour. In 
the end the goodness overcomes the evil and we are left with hope. We know that the 
evil of the south was overcome eventually, and the black people are coming into their 
own in the present-day USA. 



Felicia then summed it up very well in her thank you email to all of us:  

I would like to thank you for a year of most interesting discussions. Each one of you 
participated in your own unique way each month making each session unpredictable 
and worthwhile. Thank you for being a part of our book group. I hope you can join us 
again in the new year. 

Books the U3A Monday Group read during 2019 

Life after Life by Kate Atkinson 

Napoleon's Last Stand by Thomas Kaneally  

The inaugural meeting of the Fairvale Ladies’ Book Club by Sophy Green 

Working Class Boy by Jimmy Barnes 

Legacy by Larissa Behrendt  

First Person by Richard Flanagan 

The Underground Railroad Reading Group Guide by Colson Whitehead  

That Old Ace in the Hole by Annie Proulx 

Galeleo’s Daughter by Dava Sovel 

Ladder of years by Anne Tyler 

A Long Way from Home by Sharoo Briely 

Book report by Felicia di Stefano 

The Monday book group had a lively start to the year with an interesting discussion of our first 
book; Peter Cary’s A Long Way From Home. Each of the twelve participants in the room joined 
in with stimulating ideas and thoughtful comments which together enhanced my understanding 
and appreciation of the book. I am happy to say, as well, that there were some diverse opinions 
which were discussed politely; accepted by some but rejected by others. This led to a more 
thought provoking, discerning discussion and is certainly to be encouraged. It was the 
contributions of all the members, no matter how diverse their opinions, that enhanced my 
enjoyment of the session.  

I look forward to another thought-provoking discussion of our next book, No Friends But The 
Mountains written by Behrouz Boochani while in Manus Prison.   



As a retiree, I’m often asked what I do to fill my days. Well, the other day my wife and I 
went into town for a little shopping. After visiting one store for about five minutes, we 
emerged to find a cop writing out a parking ticket. We went right up to him and said, 
“Come on, how about giving a senior citizen a break?” 

He ignored us and continued writing the ticket. I called him a disgrace. He glared at me 
and started writing another ticket for having worn tyres. My wife called him worthless, so 
he finished the second ticket, put it on the windscreen and started writing a third. This 
went on for another 20 minutes or so. The more we abused him, the more tickets he 
wrote. 

Personally, we didn’t care. We came into town by bus. 
 

Here’s an activity that people can attempt at home (borrowed from a magazine I was reading).  
  Rewrite the opening lines of one of you favourite books, adapting them for the coronavirus 
times we find ourselves living in. For example, the opening line of Henry Handel Richardson’s 
novel, The Getting of Wisdom is: “The four children were lying on the grass.” 
It could now read: “The four children were lying on the grass, which they shouldn't have been 
doing, as they all came from different families.” 
 
To enter: 

1. Give the title of the book, the printed opening lines, and your rewritten opening lines.  
2. Email your entries to Graeme: graemejcharles@gmail.com 
3. Entries close on Tuesday 21 April 
4. Winners will be announced in the next newsletter 
5. Prizes will be whatever Graeme can come up with ! 

 

 

 

      

From Mary Schooneveldt … 
Not sure about any funny stories but I thought tutors and some members might be interested in these 
existing U3A online courses. Maybe virtual groups could form and even have regular meetings through 
Zoom  ! 

https://www.u3aonline.org.au/courses 
 



 

A Course in Philosophy…  

an ideal way of keeping us philosophical in these trying times... 

A course on Philosophy is being coordinated on line by Ed Leszkiewicz and can be joined by any 
interested U3A Wontahaggi members. Everything you need to know can be found here… 
http://www.users.on.net/~emlesz/Philosophy/index.htm 
 
Full details of the course covered can also be found here… 
http://www.users.on.net/~emlesz/Philosophy/4130_bigquestionsphilosophy.pdf 
 
The lectures are viewed online via any web browser, for example, Explorer, Mozilla, Safari, 
using a free streaming service offered through your local library. 
 
 

Doing any cooking? 
Here is an easy recipe for Coconut Bread, given to Cathy Beard many years ago by 
her mother-in-law. And it’s delicious! 
Coconut Bread 
Preheat oven to 180˚ and grease and line a loaf pan 
 

Ingredients 
• 1 cup SR flour (sifted) 
• 1 cup desiccated coconut  
• 3/4 cup caster sugar  
• 3/4 cup milk 
• 1 cup dried fruit, optional, such as sultanas, chopped apricots and/or cranberries 
 

Directions 
1. Combine dry ingredients [Note: fruit MUST be thoroughly coated in flour mixture before 

adding milk, otherwise fruit will sink to bottom of pan.] 
2. Add milk and stir through  
3. Put mixture into loaf pan 
4. Cook for 45 minutes or until skewer comes out clean 
 

Spread with butter, and enjoy!  
 

 

BCAL has resolved NOT to charge U3A rent for the next two terms. So, we have a rent holiday 
on the Garden Room for Terms 2 and 3. Hooray…   


